The purpose of this paper is to obtain an explicit formula for the first Gartan invariant in characteristic 2 of the groups Suz(2 w ) and Sp4(2 n ). Formulas for the degrees of the projective indecomposable characters for these groups are also obtained. We need to introduce some notation before stating some of these results. This notation will be used throughout the paper. Thus G^=Sp4(<7) or Suz(^) according to whether m is even or odd. The Sg-group of G^ has order 2^ in either case. We write ^0-==^ for the trivial irreducible Brauer character for the prime /»==2 ofG^, Q^ == O^ for the corresponding projective indecomposable character and c^=c^ for the corresponding Cartan invariant. Define ( 1 ) The first author was supported by the Canada Council and the second author was partially supported by NSF contract GP-3359I. Both authors with to express their thanks to the I.H.E.S. for their hospitality during the spring of 1977 when part of this work was done. 
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A proof of Theorem A is given in Section 6. It is a simple consequence of Theorem (6.3) . As an immediate consequence of Theorem A one gets Corollary A.
(DW (I)=2 2w (2 2m +T^2 w +(-I) m )(D^(I).
The formula in Corollary A is somehow related to the fact that G^ is the twisted form of G^. It would of course be very desirable to find a more conceptual proof of this result which explains this relationship between O^ and O^.
Section 7 contains formulas for the degrees of the other projective indecomposable characters of G^. lim -^-==1.
m-f-oo 2
The proof of Theorem B is much more difficult than the proof of Theorem A. The nature of the expression for c^\ in particular the existence of a term which involves U^, would seem to indicate that one should not expect to find a proof which does not involve a cubic recursion.
The appearance of the polynomial f{x)==x 3 -( jx 2 -x+^ in connection with Theorem B is rather mysterious. The discriminant off{x) is 148 and the roots off{x) are approximately 2.6753, 1.5392, -1.2145. [Added in proof. -J.-P. Serre has pointed out that 148 is the smallest discriminant of a totally real number field with Sg as a Galois group!] The results of Section 6 show that in some sense the following statement is true. As the structure of the irreducible Brauer character gets more complicated so the structure of the corresponding indecomposable character gets simpler. For instance the Steinberg character is the most complicated irreducible Brauer character and the simplest projective character. Thus in Theorems A and B we are studying the most complicated projective indecomposable character $0. As an example of this phenomenon we show in Section 6 that certain Gartan invariants are easily computed.
ON THE PROJEGTIVE CHARACTERS IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 n
The degrees of the indecomposable projective characters in characteristic p of SL^) were found by Srinivasan [7] . The work ofjeyakumar [5] and Humphreys [4] makes it possible to get a great deal of information about the structure of projective modules for SLgQ^), and in particular to get information about the Gartan matrix for these groups. In [i] , Alperin gave a complete description of the Cartan matrix for 81*2(2"). Aside from the groups SLgQ^), very little information is known about the projective characters of finite groups of Lie type. The results in this paper are apparently the first in which O^i) or c^ has been computed for an infinite number of groups of Lie type other than SLgQ^).
In [6] Landrock computed the Cartan matrix for the prime p=2 of €3, the smallest Suzuki group. He noticed in particular that c^== i6o>| G^ 12=64. This result contradicts an old conjecture of Brauer which asserted that the Gartan invariants of a group are bounded by the order of a Sylow subgroup. It is clear from Corollary B that Landrock's result is not an accident. In fact the conjecture was off by an order of magnitude.
Motivated partly by trying to understand Landrock's result, the second author suggested to the first author early in 1976 that he study the projective characters of the Suzuki groups for the prime p=2. Later during that year the first author succeeded in proving Theorems A and B in case m is odd, i.e. in case G^ is a Suzuki group. The argument used was similar to the one in this paper, though the graph used was more complicated than the one introduced in Section 3. Shortly thereafter the first author realized that a similar (even simpler) argument should apply to the symplectic groups G^. In fact it turned out that the simpler argument applied in all cases. Furthermore by treating the groups G^for m even and m odd simultaneously, various parts of the argument were further simplified, and the induction on m needed in the proof of Theorem B was made considerably less cumbersome. It is this work which is the content of the present paper.
Analogous arguments can be used to study projective characters of the groups SL3(2 W ) and SU3(2 W ). In a forthcoming paper we will prove a result analogous to Theorem A for these groups and also derive some information concerning the first Gartan invariant ^,0.
Notation.
We write F^ for the field of cardinality q, K for the algebraic closure of F , o-for the Frobenius automorphism of K or F . Thus if aeK then a a =a 2 .
Let G=G^, q=qm have the same meaning as in the introduction. Let Goo=Sp4(K). Let a also denote the automorphism of G^ or G^ induced by the Frobenius automorphism.
Let T denote the graph automorphism ofG^. Define IHI 2^, a).
If 6 is a Brauer character of G^ then (F, 6) is defined since F vanishes on all 2-singular elements of G^« If 9 is an irreducible Brauer character of G^ then it is well known that (r,(p)=o for 9+r, lirn^i.
The Brauer Characters of G^.
Lemma A^)= 
Thus 99'' is the Steinberg character of Gg and so is irreducible. The result now follows from the tensor product theorem. See [8] . Proof. -Let A denote the Z-algebra defined in the statement. By Theorem (3.4) there exists an epimorphism /: A->R(G). By Theorem (3.2) R(G) has rank 2^ as a Z-module. Since A is generated as a Z-module by the elements Yl x as I ranges iei over all subsets of S it follows that A has Z-rank at most 2 m . This implies that / is an isomorphism.
The Graph ®.
Let m>_2. We associate a directed graph ©=®^ to the group G==G^ as follows.
The vertices are labelled by the elements of S. There is an edge from i toj if and only if j = i + i or i 4-2. An edge i->i + i is a short edge. An edge i->i + 2 is a long edge. By abuse of notation we will frequently identify S with the set of vertices of ®.
Two vertices i.jeS are adjacent if \i-j[==i.
By Theorem (3.4) there is an edge from i to j if and only if ^ is a constituent of <p?. This is the reason that the structure of ® is relevant to the study of the ring of Brauer characters of G.
The graph © is most easily visualized by choosing m points on the unit circle and labelling them 1,2, . . ., m in a clockwise direction. The edges are then the arcs from i to z+i and i to z+2 for i<_i<_m. (Of course m+i is identified with i.)
A path ^ is a set of vertices ^, . . ., 4 and edges ij-i->ij for i<_j<k such that i,+it for s^t except possibly for {j, t}={o, k}. The set of all vertices in ^ is the support of ^8.
The path i -2->. . . ->m->i will be denoted by C. A path ^ is closed if^ contains at least one edge and for any ordered pair of distinct vertices z, j in ^} there exists a path from i to j contained in ^}.
A subset I of S is circular if it is the union of pairwise disjoint subsets, each of which is the support of a closed path.
Lemma (4.1). -Let I c S.
(i) I is circular if and only if no two elements in V are adjacent.
(ii) If J^I and J is circular then I is circular. 
If i-^i-\-2 is an edge in ^ then m is odd, S is the support of ^ and ^ is the path
Thus by induction it follows that for any j the edges j-^j-\-2 and ,7+1-^'+3 must be in ^}. Hence the support of ^} is S and ^3 contains no short edges. Since ^} is a path, m cannot be even and the result follows.
Lemma (4.3). -Suppose that I is circular and I+S. (i) I is not the union of at least two pairwise disjoint subsets, each of which is the support of a closed path.
(ii) There is a unique path with support I. 
Lemma (4.4). -(i) Suppose that m is even. Then S is the support of the unique path £.
Furthermore S==EuE' and E, E' are each the support of a unique path, and this path has no short edges.
(ii) Suppose that m is odd. Then S is the support of (£ and of the path
and no others. Furthermore S is not the union of two pairwise disjoint circular sets.
Proof. -IfSis the support of a path other than (£ then there must be an edge i->i-\-2 in this path. Hence by Lemma (4.2) m is odd and the other path is the required one. If S is the union of two pairwise disjoint circular sets then by Lemma (4.1) m is even and the result follows immediately. If I=S. Then by Lemma (4.4) it follows that in any case there are two such terms 9 and the multiplicity of 9g in 9! is 2 wl + i as required to prove (iii).
Some Inner Products.
The following result is of basic importance for the rest of this paper. Proof. -IfJ-K is circular then J is circular by Lemma (4.1) (ii). Thus Lemma (6.2) implies that either Fyj, = Oj or m is even J == E or E' and Oj == r<pj, -I\ If J=E or E' andJ-Kis circular then K==o by Lemma (4. i) (iii) and (F 2 , <pj)==i by Corollary (5.3) . The result now follows from Lemma (6.1).
It is now easy to prove Theorem A. 
Degrees of Projective Indecomposable Characters.
In this section we will compute 0^(i) for 0=(=KcS. If I c S then a component of I is a nonempty subset A of I which is the support of a path with only short edges and is maximal with respect to this property. Thuŝ |I'1^1 ^en I is the only component of I. Thus, by Theorem (6.3), 
8« Some More Inner Products
This section contains the computations of some inner products which are needed for the proof of Theorem B.
Lemma (8.1). -Suppose that G==Suz(^). If 6 is a class function on the set of all 2'-elements of G then (r3,e)=(r,e)+(<7+i)6(i).
Proof. -If x is a 2'-element in G, x 4=1 then r(;c)==±i. See for instance [9] or [10] . Thus (rs-r)^)^ for xeG, x^i. Therefore
(r.-r,e)=^(r.(,)-r(,)w,)=^^-(,+,)e(,)
as required.
Throughout the rest of this section G==Sp4(y) and the following notation is used. H is a cyclic subgroup of G of order q 2 -i. Thus every cyclic subgroup of G of order q 2 -! is conjugate to exactly one of the groups H, H\ See [3] . H 4 " is the subgroup of H of order q +1. H~ is the subgroup of H of order q-i.
Proof. -See [3] .
Lemma (8.3). -ig+ig.^r^r).
Proof. -See [3] . (ii) (n, r<pg)=(r2, r(pE,)=^2+i)+(^+i).
(iii) T/'I' w circular and I+E or E', then (F 2 , ^yI)==4 1I I(^2+I).
Proo/'. -Let 1=8. By Lemma (8.3), (8.7) (n, ryi)=(r2-r, r9i)+(r-i, r9i)+(r, 9,) =(n-r, (r+i)vi)+(r, vi)=^(^+i^, (r+i)yi)+(r, yi). 
By Frobenius reciprocity (iS+i^, (r+i)<pi)=((r+i)H, (9i)H)+((r+i)H-, (yi)^) ==((r+i)H,(<pi+vl)H).

Lemma (9.2). -Suppose that m is odd. Then
Proof. -(i) By Lemma (8.1) (r2, r2)=(r3, r)=i+^+i)^=^+y2+i.
Thus by Corollary (5.2)
ii) Since J and J' are never both circular it follows that (F, ©)==o. Thuŝ The result follows directly from (9.1) and Lemmas (9.2) and (9.3). 
The computation of c^ continued.
Define
Lemma (10.7). -To prove Theorem B it suffices to prove the/allowing statements.
(i) If m is odd then
Xn=yU,-2^+?.
(ii) If m is even then
Proof. -Clear by Lemmas (9.4) and (10.5).
ii. Configurations in (5.
A configuration Q in (5 is a set of edges and vertices of ® such that for each edge in Q, the vertices at both end points are also in Q. Edges may occur more than once. An edge which occurs n times is said to have multiplicity n.
For example, any subset of S or any union of paths is a configuration. If Q is a configuration let s{d) denote the number of short edges in Q, and let /'(Q) denote the number of long edges in Q. Define e{Q)==s[Q)+£{Q). Thus e{Q) is the total number of edges in Q.
If I,JcS and K^S such that 9^ ls a term in cpi9j when it is expanded by using Theorem (3.4) then we will associate a configuration Q to this situation as follows: if at some point in the expansion we take the 9, term in 9 2 then we place the edge i->j into Q, together with the vertices i, j. If we take the 90 term then we simply place the vertex i in Q. If this occurs n times then the edge i-^j has multiplicity n in Q. We will say that Q is associated to the pair {I,J} and results in K. A configuration Q, is associated to the pair {I,J} if it is associated to the pair I, J and results in some K.
Let Q be a configuration associated to {I,J}. We wish to define partial configurations -Q^. Q results in some set K. Let Qo be the empty configuration. For n >o let Q^ consist ofQ^_i together with the vertices and edges in Q obtained by expanding 25 every cpf which had not been expanded at the previous step. Clearly G==Q^ for sufficiently large n.
Thus in particular Q^ arises from all the expansions of 9? with zeinj. In particular Q=Qo is the empty configuration if InJ=0.
As an example let ^=5, I=J=={i,2,3} and K=={i}. As a first step take the <p3 term in both 9^ and cp| and the 94 term in 9!. Then Q^ is As a second step take the 94 term in 9^. Then Qg is where the double arrow indicates an edge of multiplicity 2. Finally take the 9^ term in 94 to get Q=Q^ which is Proof. -Let C^ be defined as above for %==o, i, . . . There are three ways in which an edge can emerge from a vertex i in Q^:
(a) i is the first vertex of a path in Q^.
(b) i is the end point of an edge in Q,n-i ^d ^(1 ^^-(I °J)-(c) i is the end point of two edges in Q^_r
We will now prove by induction on n that Q^ satisfies the conclusions of the Lemma for all n. If n = o, Q^ is empty and the result is trivial. Suppose now that the result has been proved for Q( with t<n. Proof. -(i) Suppose that ^5 contains at least two vertices and let i be the first vertex in ^. By Lemma (11.1), zeinj. Thus z+i,z-i^luj as I' and J' are circular. By Corollary (11.2) z^K. Hence z+ieK as K is circular and so i+i is the end point of an edge by Corollary (11.2). Since z+i^luj it follows from Lemma (10.1) that z+i is the last vertex in "SR. This completes the proof.
If (ii) or (iii) occurs in Q^ then either (i) or (ii) must occur in
(ii) Suppose that zeKn((IuJ)-(InJ)). By Lemma (n . i) and Corollary (n .2), i is neither the beginning or end point of an edge in Q. Since I', J' are circular, neither ?+i or i-i is in InJ. Since K is circular z+seK for 2=1 or 2.
Suppose that x+£^(luj)-(lnj). Then by Corollary (11.2), z+sis the end Proof. -Suppose that Q is acceptable for {I,J}. If i is the first vertex of a path in Q then zeinj and so z+i^luj as I'and J'are circular. Thus the path either consists of i or contains i-^i+2. Condition (ii) follows from Lemma (11.1) (iv). Since InJ=t=0 it follows that Q is nonempty.
Conversely suppose that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. We will construct all possible ordered pairs (I,J) such that Q is acceptable for {I,J}. By definition InJ is the set of all first vertices of maximal paths in Q. Suppose that i is in I (J respectively). If i^i+i is in Q then i+i is inj (I respectively). If i->i+2 is inQthen we can place i+2 in either I or J. In this way we construct 2^ ordered pairs (I,J). Because of condition (ii) adjacent vertices cannot belong to distinct paths and so neither I nor J contains adjacent vertices. Thus I' and J' are circular. Since Q is non-empty, I nj =(= 0. This construction clearly yields all ordered pairs (I, J) such that Q is acceptable for{I,J}.
Suppose that Q is an acceptable configuration. Let e==e{Q). Let v==v(Q) be the number of vertices in Q and let P-==p{Q) be the number of maximal paths in Q. Define Thus the result also follows in this case by Lemma (10.7).
12. The computation of €00 completed.
Let (5^ denote the graph obtained by deleting the vertex m and all edges on which it lies together with the edge m-i->i from (5^.
Let ®^ denote the graph obtained from ©^ by deleting the vertex m -i and all edges on which it lies from ®^.
If Q, is an acceptable configuration containing i as the first vertex of one of its maximal paths then by Lemma (11.7), neither the vertex m nor the path m-i->i occurs in Q. Thus every vertex and edge in JQ, is in ®^. The result is now obvious.
Let 3£p^ be the set of all acceptable configurations Q which have exactly p maximal paths such that i is the first vertex of one of these paths. We will partition Xp^ into three subsets.
Let Sly^^Xp^ consist of all configurations d which do not contain m-i as a vertex. For each acceptable configuration in ©^ we can specify an arbitrary element ofS, instead of i, which is to occur as a first vertex of some path, and so obtain m acceptable configurations in this way. However each configuration which contains p maximal paths is then counted p times. Therefore by {12.2) (12.3) W,-S .^(^-S^A^+B^+C^J.
•Q acceptable p p ' " "
We will now compute Ap^, By^, Cy^ by induction and so evaluate W^. 
